So what was wrong? A group of music neuroscientists tracked down Mathieu (using advertisements that said "Do you have no rhythm? Have two left feet? Do you think you can't dance?") and brought him to the laboratory to find out what might be the problem. The task they gave Mathieu -and 33 dancers who reported no rhythm problems -was to listen to a popular Latin dance song, of the merengue style, and to simply bend at the knees and bounce to the beat. In order to measure the timing of Mathieu's bounces, they used a commonly known device for capturing motion data: the remote control of the Nintendo Wii ( Figure 1 ). Why did they use a Nintendo Wii to capture the body movement? Because, with an accelerometer inside the Wii, this instrument recorded the periodicity of Mathieu's bounces, down to the level of 10 msinformation which the researchers stored for analysis. They then compared the periodicity of Mathieu's bounces with the period -also known as tempo -of the Latin music. If Mathieu could feel the rhythm of the merengue, then his body movement would have a periodicity similar to the music's tempo. Furthermore, if he really moved in time with the music, then his body motion would be phase locked to the musical beat -that is, when his knees would finally hit their lowest point ("bam!"), that point would coincide precisely with the thump of the musical beat (think: bass drum). When this happens, we can say that we are "synchronized" or in rhythm with the beat.
Got rhythm? Most of us do -at least a little bit. Believe it or not, even babies can feel the beat of a rhythm [1] . However, science has documented the first case of a person who could not dance to the beat. His name is Mathieu, and he is an intelligent, talented -even musical -guy with no other known brain problems, except, he cannot find the beat in music.
frequencies or tempo. And if you do not put energy of motion into the musical tempo, then you definitely cannot be in rhythm with the beat. In other words, the normal dancers "synchronized" their bouncing to the musical beat, while Mathieu did not.
The researchers wanted to rule out the possibility of a simple inability to maintain a steady movement tempo (for example, a motor problem), so they had the subjects bounce in time to a metronome as well. This control condition showed that Mathieu and the others could maintain movement to a steady beat -just, in Mathieu's case, not in the context of music (want to see The 33 normal dancers were able to synchronize their movement (in period and phase) with the beat of the music, which we can see when we look at their amplitude -or amount -of motion. It should "peak" at the musical tempo (see the black curve peak at 2 Hz, or 2 beats/s, in Figure 2 ). This means that most of their energy of motion is happening at the musical beat.
On the other hand, Mathieu did not show a peak energy in his motion at the musical beat (see the red curve, with no peak on the beat). In fact, he showed almost no energy at all on the musical beat! Instead, his energy of motion was spread out across a range of The bouncing data are represented as the amplitude of motion for Mathieu (red line) and normal dancers (black line). The vertical lines (blue) indicate the musical half-beat, beat, and twice-beat frequencies (approximately 1, 2, and 4 Hz, respectively). The middle blue line (at 2 Hz) shows the merengue tempo (corresponding to the quarter-note beat). While the normal dancers' amplitude of motion has a primary peak at the musical beat (2 Hz) and a secondary peak at half the musical beat (4 Hz), Mathieu's does not have either (the energy that Mathieu's motion shows at twice the musical beat frequency (1 Hz) did not reach significance).
age of 12? If scientists can find a way to measure it, then they might find a way to treat it -most likely with some careful guidance and a lot of practice.
Are we, humans, the only animals that can move to the beat of music? You might be surprised to learn that we are not, and the reason could boil down to the brain's ability to learn to imitate and to acquire new sounds using the voice. For example, some birds find a groove [2] video animations of Mathieu and a normal participant bouncing to the merengue versus the metronome? Go to: www.brams.umontreal.ca/short/beatdeaf/).
The researchers also wanted to make sure that Mathieu was not just "deaf " to the beat of Latin merengue music. So they asked Mathieu to bounce to a whole range of musical styles and tempos: pop, lounge, techno, swing, even Egyptian belly dance music. Some were more rhythmically complex than others -for example, the techno music had the simplest and clearest beat. The only piece in which Mathieu was able to grasp the musical beat was the techno music, and the researchers thought that it was because the techno piece was not much more complex than a metronome! So, hypothetically, could Mathieu dance to a simple drum rhythm? The researchers think he might -the only thing that we still have to figure out is: exactly how "simple" does the rhythm have to be? That's just the kind of questions that future studies can uncover.
The researchers concluded that Mathieu had a musical disorder -probably from birth -and they called it "beat deafness. " If beat deafness is similar to "tone deafness" (another musical disorder), then it might have a genetic basis -one way to find out would be to see if others in Mathieu's family share this disorder. Finding more cases like Mathieu's will help to illuminate the brain basis for beat deafness, and this will even help scientists to better understand how normal people hear -and feel -the beat of music. Jessica Phillips-Silver
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